Merton Local Plan 2020
TfL supports Merton’s vision to embed health and wellbeing into development. These
strategic objectives promote creating streets that encourage walking, cycling and
public transport, that balance the needs of all road users and support growth taking
into account public transport accessibility, character and infrastructure.
We note that the Merton Local Plan 2020 does not include a separate transport
section. This does not reflect the strategic importance of transport. We strongly
recommend the inclusion of a transport section with clear policies.
The policies and supporting text should make specific reference to the Mayor’s Vision
Zero for road casualty reduction.
It is important that the borough’s growth aspirations incorporate Mayoral policy
objectives and reflect the Healthy Streets Approach in line with the draft London Plan
and Mayor’s Transport Strategy.
Proposals for new development should be supported by a Transport Assessment,
developed using the latest TfL Best Practice Guidance. Applications should also be
accompanied by a Travel Plan, Construction Logistics Plan, Delivery and Servicing Plan,
and Parking Design and Management Plan in accordance with TfL guidance.
Future Wimbledon Masterplan
We broadly support the higher density development shown as part of the Masterplan.
Future development should align with Policy GG2 in the draft London Plan which
seeks to intensify the use of land and promote higher density development,
particularly in areas well-connected by public transport.
The Masterplan identifies ten priorities to guide development in each of the
Masterplan neighbourhoods. Of most relevance to TfL are:






Greening Wimbledon
Public Space
Traffic Intervention
Transport Interchange; and
Development over the railway.
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The Traffic Intervention priority highlights the requirement for further work to support
traffic management and traffic reduction schemes. TfL should be involved in any
transport study produced to support these schemes. Any proposals in the Future
Wimbledon Masterplan which seek to alter the way general traffic currently accesses
and travels through Wimbledon town centre should be modelled and assessed to fully
understand local and wider transport network impacts. This should be undertaken
before any preferred proposals for changing the operation of the local transport
network are put forward. We therefore strongly support the use of an Opportunity
Area Planning Framework (OAPF) to provide a more detailed policy framework for
development in Wimbledon. TfL and Crossrail 2 should be engaged from an early stage
when this is produced.
The Masterplan area is well connected by public transport, with a Public Transport
Access Level (PTAL) of 5 to 6b. In accordance with the draft London Plan, all
development in the Masterplan area should be car-free, excluding disabled persons
parking and operational parking. A map showing the PTAL of the Masterplan area
should be shown. All development will be expected to meet or exceed draft London
Plan long-stay and short-stay cycling parking standards.
Wimbledon / Colliers Wood / South Wimbledon Opportunity Area
Opportunity Areas are expected to aspire to more ambitious mode share targets and
to meet or exceed indicative guidelines for new homes and jobs as set out in the draft
London Plan to fully realise their growth potential. The Merton Local Plan 2020 and
Future Wimbledon Masterplan should set out how growth will be phased in order to
maximise the benefits of major infrastructure improvements such as Crossrail 2 and
the Sutton Link.
Crossrail 2
Crossrail 2 is a proposed new railway that will bring about transformational change
along its corridor and across Merton, unlocking significant growth potential and
improving public transport connectivity and capacity. Crossrail 2 needs a more explicit
introduction in the Merton Local Plan 2020, ideally in a new chapter on transport. The
Merton Local Plan 2020 should be clear that the scheme has three proposed stations
in the borough at Wimbledon, Raynes Park and Motspur Park.
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We recognise the need for a long term vision for the development of Wimbledon town
centre, and support the opportunity that the Future Wimbledon Masterplan offers for
a more planned and coordinated approach to growth and investment. A key objective
of Crossrail 2 is to integrate new transport infrastructure into local areas and create
high-quality places and support regeneration. We generally support the aim to improve
the public realm in Wimbledon town centre. Consideration should be given to the
phasing of public realm improvements near any future Crossrail 2 construction sites to
minimise abortive investment.
Land around Wimbledon station has been identified and safeguarded in the Crossrail 2
Safeguarding Directions confirmed by the Secretary of State in March 2015 (see
Appendix D). Safeguarding is an established part of the planning system which protects
the future possibility of a railway being built and ensures that anything built within the
boundaries identified in the directions allows for the future construction of Crossrail 2.
TfL will continue to work with Government to make the case for Crossrail 2.
Sutton Link
TfL supports the inclusion of references to the Sutton Link but would like to ensure
that these include the possibility that it could be provided by tram or bus rapid transit.
Please see Appendices for detailed comments relating to the Sutton Link.
We have set out a number of comments and proposed changes on the following pages
which we hope are helpful. Appendix A provides detailed comments on the Merton
Local Plan 2020 and Appendix B provides detailed comments on the Future
Wimbledon Masterplan. We look forward to continuing our work together in drafting
the final documents. We are committed to continuing to work closely with GLA
colleagues to help deliver integrated planning and make the case for continued
investment in transport capacity and connectivity to unlock further development and
support future growth in Merton and across London.
I trust that the above provides you with a better understanding of TfL’s position on the
Merton Local Plan 2020 and the Future Wimbledon Masterplan. Please do not hesitate
to contact me should you have any queries or clarifications about these comments.
Yours faithfully,
J
Vos | Acting Manager
London Plan and Planning Obligations team | City Planning
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Appendix A: Specific suggested edits and comments from TfL on Merton Local Plan 2020

Section
Throughout

Track change/comment

Key Diagram

Please amend text:
“London Underground Stations”
“London Trams Stops”
“Northern Lline Underground”
“District Lline Underground”

All references to Crossrail 2 should spell out the scheme in its entirety and not use “CR2” or “Crossrail2”.

“London Trams Line”
“Tram extension options Proposed Sutton Link”
“Opportunity Areas Planning Frameworks”
Vision and
Strategic
Objectives

Please identify Crossrail 2 in the Spatial Vision and supporting diagrams

Vision and
Strategic
Objectives

Please amend paragraphs 1.21, 1.26 and 1.28 to recognise that the expectation is that the opening year of Crossrail 2 will be
during the mid-2030s, Our experience with the Elizabeth line shows that a significant amount of development as a result of
the scheme has occurred in advance of its opening.

Strategic
objective 1:
Healthy Places

Please add extra bullet point: “e. Using the Healthy Streets Approach to prioritise health in all planning decisions.” This
should be strengthened by including the Healthy Streets ‘wheel diagram’ (see Appendix C).

Strategic
Objective 3:
Housing

Please add extra bullet point: “c. Ensuring that development makes the most efficient use of land and is designed at the
optimum density, considering site context, connectivity by walking, cycling and public transport, and access to amenities
and services.”
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Section
Strategic
Objective 5:
Infrastructure
Strategic Policy
HW2.1

Track change/comment
Please amend bullet point: “c. Developing improvements to the public highway that balance the needs of all
road users using the Healthy Streets Approach”. Please strengthen this by including the Healthy Streets ‘wheel diagram’ (see
Appendix C).

Policy N3.1
Colliers Wood

We support identification of Colliers Wood as a future potential District centre. In order to successfully classify Colliers
Wood as a town centre, it is important that a strategy is implemented that commits to reducing reliance on car travel,
creates public realm improvements, encourages walking, cycling and public transport use, and integrates Colliers Wood into
the surrounding area.

Policy N3.1 (g)

Please amend text: “g. Supporting development which helps to optimises density housing potential and quality, traffic flow
and the, improves the public realm and helps manage the movement of people and goods;”
Please amend text: “h. Supporting improvements to the Wandle Trail and other transport infrastructure that will help to
reduce manage road congestion and improve the public realm, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists;
Please amend text: “The council will continue to campaign for increased rail services, particularly at Mitcham Eastfields, and
will continue to support the Merton-Sutton Tramlink. This would improve the destinations reachable from Mitcham via the
existing London Trams network and provide interchange options to connect to stations down to Sutton.”
We support optimising density in the Morden Regeneration Zone and the Wider Morden Town Centre Area. TfL should be
consulted at the earliest stage for planning applications in this area to best assess any impact on TfL services.
This policy states that Merton would like to improve “connectivity between the Underground depot and Morden South
Station” in order to support transport improvements. TfL requests clarity on this policy as the current wording is vague.

Policy N3.1 (h)
Policy N3.2
paragraph 3.2.8
Policy N3.3
Morden
Policy N3.3 (l)

Please amend policy HW2.1 (i): “Ensuring that neighbourhoods are well designed and promote healthier living, active living
and adopt active aging approaches. Streets should be designed using the Healthy Streets Approach to encourage active
travel.”
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Section
Policy N3.3
paragraph 2.3.36

Policy N3.3

Policy N3.4
Raynes Park
Policy N3.6
paragraph 3.6.13

Policy N3.7 (i)

Track change/comment
Please amend text: “TfL is currently working to develop a direct, high capacity transport link towards an extension of the
existing London Trams network between Wimbledon and Sutton, via Morden, known as the Sutton Link. This could be
provided by a tram or by bus rapid transit. A consultation will begin at the end of October was held in 2018 with three
potential route options for a new link, with one passing along the eastern edge of the Morden Regeneration Zone. The
council will continue to work with TfL and Sutton Council to explore these route options and the potential for a Morden
interchange between the tram Sutton Link and London uUnderground.”
Please amend text: “create healthier streets with better use the Healthy Streets Approach to improve connectivity and
permeability for pedestrians and cyclists;”
Please amend text: “reduce traffic dominance, and improve walking, cycling and vehicle links public transport into and
around the town centre;”
Crossrail 2 is generally supportive of Policy N3.4. New infrastructure works required at Raynes Park station will offer the
opportunity to enhance Policy N3.4 through providing opportunities for public realm improvements and investment.
We generally support policy N3.6 and its ambitions to promote and strengthen its role as a town centre. As identified in
paragraph 3.6.13, Crossrail 2 will be ‘a key driver of change in Wimbledon’. We agree that Crossrail 2 will ‘open up new
opportunities for creating new public space around the station and improving links across the railway lines’ however there
are wider opportunities that exist and should be mentioned. We suggest the addition of the following text to the end of
paragraph 3.6.13: “Options currently being considered for Crossrail 2 could provide the ability to deliver improvements at
Wimbledon station which can improve connectivity across the railways, enable Over Site Development, and offer
opportunities for wider reorganisation of all modes of transport.”
Please amend text: “i. Seek improvements to the transport accessibility to and within the area, including supporting the
Sutton Link project which is consulting from October 2018 on the provision of a tram or bus rapid transit link with route
options connecting Wimbledon, South Wimbledon or Colliers Wood with Sutton Town Centre.”
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Section
Policy O8.4 (h)

Track change/comment
Please amend text: “h. Expect proposals for new and replacement trees, hedges and landscape features to consist of where
possible appropriate native species to the UK but accepting that in future proofing the natural environment against climate
change non-native trees and plants must also be considered;”
Please add the following as supporting text: “With longer, hotter, drier summers and milder winters with more intense
periods of rain we must also look to future proofing our natural environment and consider more non-native trees and plants
which will cope with these more extreme conditions. This is particularly pertinent to urban areas where more extremes of
climate change can be experienced.”

Site Mo4
Morden
Regeneration
Zone

Please amend text: “Sutton Link – potential tram extension this scheme is being developed to provide a direct, high
capacity transport link (provided by tram or bus rapid transit) with one of the proposed options running between South
Wimbledon and Sutton along the eastern edge of the site.”

Sites RP3
Burlington Road,
Tesco, RP4
Bushey Road and
RP8 West Barnes
Library

Site allocations RP3, RP4 and RP8 are all located outside the Limits of Safeguarding for Crossrail 2 as set out in the 2015
Safeguarding Directions. In the event that powers to deliver Crossrail 2 are approved then these sites or parts of these sites,
have been identified as land that could be required to deliver and/or construct Crossrail 2. We therefore suggest that Merton
continue to engage with Crossrail 2 around how these sites could be required and, if they are, could be brought back into
use and appropriately phased in order to maximise the overall benefits.
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Section
Site RP7
Rainbow
Industrial Estate

Track change/comment
To accommodate Crossrail 2, new infrastructure will be required at Raynes Park Station, which is likely to involve
lengthening of platforms to accommodate the new and longer Crossrail 2 trains. As a result, additional land outside of the
railway boundary may be required. Site RP7 has not been safeguarded for Crossrail 2 (and/or by the DfT) under the 2015
Safeguarding Directions. However, in the event that powers to deliver Crossrail 2 are approved this site has been identified
as land that may be required as part of a worksite necessary to deliver the Crossrail 2 scheme. Site allocation RP7 could
therefore compromise options for delivery that the Crossrail 2 project is able to take forward. With this considered, we
suggest amending text on page 172 to as follows:
“The site is adjacent to a Crossrail 2 station and rail tracks proposed for upgrade by Crossrail 2, however the site has not
been safeguarded by Crossrail 2 under the 2015 Safeguarding Directions. If this land is required to accommodate the
scheme, and safeguarded at a later date, this . Mmay cause delay to delivery of the whole site development although could
offer longer term redevelopment opportunities in the latter part or outside of the plan period.”
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Appendix B: Specific suggested edits and comments from TfL on Future Wimbledon Masterplan
Page
40

Track change/comment
Please add text below the subsection on Crossrail 2: “Proposed Sutton Link
Further improves connectivity by providing a tram or bus rapid transit link between Wimbledon and Sutton town centre.”

53

Please amend text: “The tram has transformed travel opportunities in the area and provides the potential for further growth in homes and jobs.
The proposal to extend the tram to Sutton Town Centre, proposed Sutton Link would improve connectivity between Wimbledon, Sutton town
centre and potentially beyond to the proposed Cancer Hub, would improveing public transport accessibility to the town centre and St Helier
Hospital, and supporting the delivery of at least 10,000 new homes. Depending on the final option this could be direct or via interchange from
the existing Wimbledon tram at Morden Road or Belgrave Walk. Options are being consulted on with the aim of submitting an application for
planning consent in 2020.”

54

Please amend text: “The masterplan is not wholly reliant dependent on Crossrail 2, but the vision set out in the document could only be fully
realised through improvements to Wimbledon Station and the wider transport network. but sets out a vision for how Crossrail 2 could integrate
with the town centre and deliver new infrastructure, vital to support growth. Options currently being considered for Crossrail 2 could provide
the opportunity to increase transport capacity, provide a catalyst for significant inward investment and provide new development sites.”
Crossrail 2 could bring transformational opportunities to Wimbledon. While the vision is not wholly dependent upon planned transport
infrastructure (such as Crossrail 2) coming forward, it can only be fully realised through improvements to Wimbledon station and the wider
transport network. This amendment provides clarity and further detail on exactly what opportunities Crossrail 2 can bring to Wimbledon town
centre.

66

TfL recommends that the priorities reference promoting active travel, public transport and the Vision Zero approach to eradicating deaths and
serious injuries from roads.
The priorities of greening Wimbledon to improve the environmental quality of streets and quality public spaces both follow the Healthy Streets
Approach. Although TfL would recommend that a direct reference is made to the Mayor’s Healthy Streets Approach. We suggest reinforcing this
through use of the Healthy Streets ‘wheel diagram’ (see Appendix C).

68
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Appendix D: Crossrail 2 safeguarding in Wimbledon
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